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P R E S E N T A T I O N

Operator

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to today's IL&P interim management statement call. Today I am pleased
to introduce Kevin Murphy, Group Chief Executive, and David McCarthy, Group Finance Director, as our speakers. For the first
part of today's call, all participants will be in listen-only mode and for the second part, there will be a question-and-answer
session. Kevin, would you like to begin?

Kevin Murphy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Chief Executive

Good morning everybody. Kevin Murphy here and welcome to our conference call on our interim management statement for
the second half of 2010 which we issued earlier today. I am joined this morning by my colleague, Dave McCarthy, the Group
Finance Director. I want to comment briefly on the principle issues arising from the statement and after that we will open the
call to questions from analysts.

Clearly the overriding issue today is the disruption in the debt markets. While this is important to note that the Group is fully
funded for the year, there is no denying that the broader disruption is creating a very difficult environment for the country and
for the financial sector of which most and I believe will get resolved over the next few weeks.

In this climate it is important to restate that the underlying fundamentals of the Irish economy are robust and we can return to
growth led by our strong export performance. But we have to deal with the financial issues which we face and remove the fear
and uncertainty which is driving financial market behavior and which is also undermining the confidence of the Irish consumers
and slowing the recovery.
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From our own business perspective, our key message is that while this is a different macro environment, the recovery in he
Group's financial performance which we signaled to you in August at our interim results is continuing. This is largely done to a
continuing recovery in the financial performance of our life and pension business and our effective management of the key
banking issues.

So I will begin with a few words on our banking business. The focus here as you would expect is both funding and impairments.
As I said a moment ago, we are fully funded for the year. We have had to increase our drawings of ECB funding to over EUR11
billion in the absence of the planned issuance of term funding under the ELG as a consequence of the disruption in the debt
markets.

We are continuing to successfully grow our retail deposits in the second half of the year. There is strong demand for our new
interest first product.

On the corporate deposit side, we have seen some modest outflows in Q3 but balances have been stable since then and we
would expect that to remain that position. Corporate deposits represent just 10% of our funding and all of our deposits are
sourced locally.

Our main response in the short term is to bring forward plans which we talked to you at the half-year results from 2011 to raise
further unguaranteed term funding using our UK residential mortgage book as collateral. This funding would both reduce our
ECB drawings and move us closer to our target stable funding ratio.

There is good demand for performing UK mortgage assets as collateral and we are in discussion with a number of counterparties
in regard to possible transactions.

The other principle issue in the bank is arrears and impairments. On the positive side, our consumer finance book we have seen
arrears decline throughout the year. It is a short dated book and we would expect losses to crystallize early and for it to repair
quickly thereafter.

In our biggest loan book, the Irish residential mortgages, we have seen early arrears so it is under 90 days remain stable for the
last six months since May, which is a very positive development. However, the number of mortgage arrears over 90 days continues
to rise.

Within those arrears just to make an additional point over one-third of those are paying more than 90% of their interests of the
people who are in arrears.

Now it is quite clear that the key factor in this equation is employment and where people are in jobs they are making sure to
meet their mortgage repayments. Recent signs are that unemployment is near its peak but may remain elevated into 2011
slowing the rate of repair of defaults.

The other issue we are watching is the impact of the upcoming budget on both employment and disposable incomes and how
this may impact on arrears. Overall we expect that impairment provisions for the year will be down 10% to 15% on last year.

If I could turn now to life and pension business, we would expect profits; profits you remember the half-year were up 40% and
we would expect to record a bigger increase for the full year close of about 70%. That reflects a number of steps we have taken
over the last 18 months to get that business back to a normal footing including reducing the cost base in line with lower sales
and reversing the sharp deterioration in persistency and business retention which occurred in 2009. We've made good progress
on both fronts.

Life operating costs are down 20% from peak and persistency experience has improved steadily through the year in both retail
and corporate life divisions.
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In the third quarter, retail achieved its long-term persistency assumption but there is more to go before we can be sure it can
be sustained through the year as a whole. Life and pension sales for the second half of the year are in line with the first half of
the year which reflects a slightly lower rebound in the domestic economy in the second half. ILIM is trading very strongly, Irish
Life Investment Managers, and 2010 will be a bumpy year for new mandates. We are expecting circa 2.4 billion in new mandates
here. Overall, our aggregate sales are ahead of 2009.

And finally then on the EBS as everybody is aware, we have been selected as the final two bidders in this process and the deadline
for submission of final bids is before Christmas. Clearly this is a particularly complicated environment in which to try and conclude
a transaction like this but issues do eventually get resolved and circumstances will normalize and this will allow sensible choices
and decisions to be made again.

Irrespective of this transaction, we are working hard to maximize the performance of the business as we have it today. We will
deliver a strong profit in the life company and I believe we have gone a long way to getting the bank into a position where we
can restore that business to viability over the next couple of years.

Now let me an invite questions from the analysts on the line.

Q U E S T I O N S  A N D  A N S W E R S

Operator

(Operator Instructions). Emer Lang, Davy.

Emer Lang - Davy Stockbrokers - Analyst

Good morning, everybody. Just a question on the margin. Can you give us any idea how the run rate of 80 basis points in H1
has trended since?

David McCarthy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Finance Director

Hi, it's David here. Well, I mean the run rate we came through half-year at 81. You might remember that in the first half of the
year we had overfunded the balance sheet essentially in order to meet the scheduled repayments that we had in September.
So I mean we have reduced the balance sheet subsequently because we haven't been able to do the ELG issue that we had
planned in the second half of the year.

So that will have a positive impact on the reported net interest margin clearly. So we would expect the reported margin for the
full year to be somewhat higher than the 81 we reported at the half-year, somewhere between 81 and 85.

Emer Lang - Davy Stockbrokers - Analyst

Thanks.

Operator

Eamonn Hughes, Goodbody Stockbrokers.
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Eamonn Hughes - Goodbody Stockbrokers - Analyst

Hi guys. Just kind of firstly maybe just a couple of points but I will kick off with the first one. Just where is the latest state of play
in relation to the [bid] securitization?

Kevin Murphy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Chief Executive

The bid securitization has been completed and so it has been -- it will be in place for the end of the year.

Eamonn Hughes - Goodbody Stockbrokers - Analyst

I know it is kind of subject to regulatory approval but you presume that that will be done by year-end.

David McCarthy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Finance Director

(multiple speakers) has been approved.

Eamonn Hughes - Goodbody Stockbrokers - Analyst

Has been approved. Perfect.

David McCarthy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Finance Director

(inaudible)

Eamonn Hughes - Goodbody Stockbrokers - Analyst

Okay. And just in terms of the EU restructuring plan, the business plan you have put in and also just are there any hurdles in
relation to the EBS transaction any further timelines? I know that Media had recently the final bids had to be in by December
22 but is there anything else ahead of that that we just need to be aware of?

Kevin Murphy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Chief Executive

In some ways, your issues other than clearly given the current environment, it is a more complex transaction given what is
happening at the debt level. But on its own, I mean there is a process to be followed. Further information has to be provided.
And finally, we have to do further due diligence and then the expected bid, the final bid from the two parties is currently set to
be in by the end of the year.

Eamonn Hughes - Goodbody Stockbrokers - Analyst

Okay, and just in terms of the EU restructuring plan, is that in?

Kevin Murphy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Chief Executive

We submitted the EU restructuring plan and we have had a response from the EU which was a series of questions on the plan
and we have replied to that and I assume the next stage there is we are going to meet EU to go through the detail of that.
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Eamonn Hughes - Goodbody Stockbrokers - Analyst

Okay, there is no timeline on that yet is there at all?

Kevin Murphy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Chief Executive

Well, we have no sense of a timeline, no.

Eamonn Hughes - Goodbody Stockbrokers - Analyst

Okay. And just can I ask you for maybe clarity on my own part in relation to the comment you made, Kevin, on the life and new
business sales number. Are you effectively indicating that the absolute level of AP in the core life and sales business will be flat
with the first half or is it the growth rate will be similar? I think it was down minus 6 in H1?

Kevin Murphy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Chief Executive

It is the -- I think it is the growth rate was similar. Basically we were down in both retail and corporate business and we will be
slightly worse in retail and slightly better on corporate business but the aggregate percentage down will be broadly identical
in the first and the second half of the year.

Eamonn Hughes - Goodbody Stockbrokers - Analyst

Okay, thank you.

Operator

Ciaran Callaghan, NCB Stockbrokers.

Ciaran Callaghan - NCB Stockbrokers Ltd. - Analyst

Hi guys. Thanks. I was just wondering on your retail deposits, you are expecting EUR700 million to EUR800 million of inflows by
the year-end. So state what you have actually achieved to date and maybe give us a sense of your long-term deposit ratio at
the moment.

And also just a separate question on the government guarantee. You are expecting it to be still in line with our previous guidance
which is clearly a positive. I would have maybe expected a small uptick in the full-year charges given the increase in the pricing.
Could you explain that? Is it to do with your corporate deposits? I know you mentioned previously that you are trying to extend
the maturity of those, cover them under the original ELG scheme.

So could you explain that and maybe give us any indication of on the same run rate what you would expect for next year in
terms of that currency charge?
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David McCarthy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Finance Director

Okay, maybe to deal with the retail deposit question. What we said is that we expect to have the second half of the year we will
have raised EUR700 million to EUR800 million in retail deposits. That is broadly equivalent to what we would have done in the
first half so for the year as a whole in the order of 1.5 billion, 1.6 billion, that order of magnitude.

In terms of on the deposit ratio, we are looking at year-end at coming in at about a 230%. And more importantly is our targets,
we are slightly high on our target to -- on the stable funding ratio because we couldn't do any NG issue second half last quarter
this year. At this point in time, we might be able to crack that if we do manage to do something with the UK assets. Currently
we are projecting that to come in about 56%. We would have hoped to have been closer to 60%.

And in respect of the guarantee, I am not quite clear. We didn't say it would be flat as compared to 2009 which is what I heard
you say, Ciaran, and we have guided in the past that it will be north of EUR100 million this year. That will be the case, it will be
slightly less than we would have anticipated because we didn't do our expected ELG issues in the second half of the year.

But that will be a significant uplift on the charges for last year.

Ciaran Callaghan - NCB Stockbrokers Ltd. - Analyst

No, sorry (multiple speakers)

David McCarthy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Finance Director

Our guidance in '11 in fact is impossible for me to call. I mean clearly the cost of the guarantee will depend upon the absolute
charge rate, i.e., the coupon rate on the guarantee. But it is also clearly very influenced by the timing of any issuance that you
do and sitting at this remove, I cannot predict the timing of any ELG issuance that we may do in the next year.

Ciaran Callaghan - NCB Stockbrokers Ltd. - Analyst

Okay, and just on the retail deposits of the EUR700 million to EUR800 million that you expect in H2, and which have you actually
already achieved of that to date in H2?

David McCarthy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Finance Director

I mean, there, we are very confident on the run rate that we have at the present moment in time and that we will achieve that.
I mean the interest first account has been externally successful for us. We launched our account in late August. We have taken
in about EUR700 million odd into it gross since its inception. And the run rate of that product continues to be very, very strong.

Ciaran Callaghan - NCB Stockbrokers Ltd. - Analyst

Okay, thank you.

Operator

Christopher Lucas, JPMorgan.
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Christian Lucas - JPMorgan - Analyst

Yes hello. It is [Christian Lucas] from JPMorgan. I have got a couple of questions on capital. I notice the regulator asked you to
raise EUR145 million by the end of next May. I was wondering are you doing this exclusively with the loan capital note and the
statutory reserving changes? And related to that also, are you still considering doing a liability management exercise on your
[loyalty 2s]?

Kevin Murphy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Chief Executive

Okay. I mean the cash flows in the life company continue to be very, very strong. I mean on a normal run rate basis, the bank
group business throws off north of EUR100 million in cash. Clearly we have done the securitization for EUR100 million so that
is in the capital of the life company. And as I say, we do have some statutory reserve ratios coming in at about EUR50 million.

So we have got significant capital there to support that EUR145 million that we required. And so we are very comfortable that
we can do that and still remain within kind of solvency ratio north of 170% in the life book. And with regard to liability
management exercise, we have always said that we would only do a liability management exercise -- the only fishing for us to
do it in the context of a restructuring of the Group and an issuer course in one.

Clearly the benefits of a liability management exercise now in the current dislocated market environment has increased very
significantly probably from where we would have been guiding previously just in terms of where pricing has gotten to. But we
have no immediate plans to do anything in that space.

Christian Lucas - JPMorgan - Analyst

Okay, thank you. Perfect.

Operator

(Operator Instructions). Eamonn Hughes, Goodbody Stockbrokers.

Eamonn Hughes - Goodbody Stockbrokers - Analyst

Hi there. Sorry to come in again. Just kind of a question, Kevin, in relation to like one of the possible solutions on the main Irish
banks that might be coming through over the next couple of days. We are obviously all aware of what went on overnight and
what could be happening over the next while. But one of the solutions is in relation to higher capital levels. So I am just wondering
does that have presumably knock on consequences for yourselves, particularly around the context of looking at the transaction
at the end of the year if you are successful on the EBS? I just maybe wanted to get your thought processes on that.

Kevin Murphy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Chief Executive

Well, I suppose our view is that the capital levels set aside for mortgages I mean the stress test by the regulator was up to 5%
loan losses and a fifth of that ask is a very stressed macro environment with considerable increase in [unemployment] and a
substantial further fall in house prices. So our view is that the stress levels which ultimately shape the capital of banks on
mortgages are adequate for even the worst case scenario envisaged in the Irish economy.

So I know in a sense there is a lot of concern about mortgages and stress levels but from a practical point of view, we don't see
any. I mean clearly arrears are rising but we don't see significant evidence of that. I mean as I said in my own conversation earlier,
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a third of the people who are in arrears are paying at least 90% of their interest [net] bills. And secondly, 87% of the people that
we have rescheduled and they are adhering to their rescheduled repayment terms.

So there is no evidence of underlying stress in our core mortgage portfolio either in terms of the people who are paying their
full repayments which is the bulk of people, or indeed in the people who are paying arrears. So we are very confident that the
regulatory stress test for mortgages are sufficient to cover even the worst case scenario envisaged in Ireland.

Eamonn Hughes - Goodbody Stockbrokers - Analyst

Okay. And just in terms of, is it possible to get even a kind of a stab at the level of maybe modifications that have been done on
the book at this stage? And also just confirmation in terms of what is tracker and what is interest only at this stage in terms of
the book mix?

David McCarthy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Finance Director

No, I mean what we are seeing in terms of the defaults or the arrears within the portfolio, I mean they are fairly agnostic as to
vintage, term, tracker, non-tracker, broker, non-broker introduced. It is right across the suite or indeed LTV. And I mean what
this is clearly pointing to is that what drives arrears levels in the portfolio is not the shape of the loan or otherwise, it is actually
the cash flow available to the customer and that is fairly indiscriminate across the portfolio.

So we would have -- and if you look at our arrears book, I mean we could have (inaudible) numbers or very, very low LTV loans
in that arrears portfolio as compared to high LTVs and there is no distinction between first-time buyer, second-time buyer in
that (multiple speakers).

Cash flow and unemployment unfortunately is fairly indiscriminate at this point in time. But as Kevin said, I mean there are some
very encouraging signs there in terms of the outcome of modification which will increasingly be moving through and we haven't
yet reflected that in our kind of provision models at this point in time because it is too early really to statistically call those
outcomes.

And the other encouraging sign is that the early stage arrears i.e., less than 90 days, have been stable for the last six months.
And as we saw it in our UK portfolio, stability in that time band will tend to reduce or lead to stability in the overall arrears
portfolio after a five- to eight-month period. That was the shape of the portfolio in the UK. We are hopeful, we are expecting a
similar shape in Ireland.

Clearly the downside risk to us there is the impact of the budget, in the forthcoming budget, and the impact that may have
both on jobs and take-home pay. And we will model that over when we see the shape of that and provide further guidance to
the market when we next come to market.

But as Kevin has said, I mean the PCAR stress test is a very, very extreme stress case and we back test to see what macroeconomic
circumstances potentially lead to a 5% reduction. You know frankly, it is off the plan in terms of the assumptions that you have
got to make in terms of unemployment, repossessions and arrears.

Eamonn Hughes - Goodbody Stockbrokers - Analyst

Yes but I imagine that the market is kind of looking at the fact that like it is seven and a base case in terms of core equity and
for stressed. And so the market is obviously coming to believe with the seven figure let alone if the strategy numbers did turn
up, the core equity would be lower. But that is I suppose the debate that is going to range over the next while anyway.
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David McCarthy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Finance Director

I mean the (inaudible) banking system is in capital (inaudible) as far as we are concerned because --

Eamonn Hughes - Goodbody Stockbrokers - Analyst

Okay. Can I just ask you just to turn the table when you are on there, the unencumbered ECB eligible securities at 5.5 billion, is
that a cash net of haircut amount or is that a gross amount?

David McCarthy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Finance Director

It is market value.

Eamonn Hughes - Goodbody Stockbrokers - Analyst

Okay. And would you have any sort of feel for the commentary in relation to further loan purchase occurred -- whether anything
is pending that we think (multiple speakers)

David McCarthy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Finance Director

We have got a non-unstructured portfolio (inaudible) so the answer is we are working on at the present moment in time and
(inaudible) you might get an extra EUR5 billion in collateral.

Eamonn Hughes - Goodbody Stockbrokers - Analyst

Okay.

David McCarthy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Finance Director

So we will bring that on stream to the (technical difficulty) next year.

Eamonn Hughes - Goodbody Stockbrokers - Analyst

Okay. Thank you.

Operator

Oliver Gilvarry, Dolmen Stockbrokers.

Oliver Gilvarry - Dolmen Securities - Analyst

Good morning, guys. Just coming back again to the collateral level. Just can you give us just what the figure is the total collateral
that you have available at the moment that would include encumbered and unencumbered as well?
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David McCarthy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Finance Director

Sorry, encumbered and unencumbered?

Oliver Gilvarry - Dolmen Securities - Analyst

Yes, like I would estimate it somewhere round about EUR20 billion is what you would have there at the moment.

David McCarthy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Finance Director

That order of magnitude, Oliver, yes.

Oliver Gilvarry - Dolmen Securities - Analyst

And then with the changes that the ECB are making then going forward for the first of January on the sterling denominated,
will we see a drop down in general or would you have the other portfolios then ready to go at that stage?

David McCarthy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Finance Director

I mean the drop down set in portfolios doesn't necessarily make them ineligible. I mean you can recreate the ability by just
putting an FX swap around them. I mean at this point, we are looking to use those assets to fund in the UK on a nonguaranteed
bilateral basis, as Kevin said in his talk. We are in active discussions indeed at the moment, and if we don't manage to do that,
we put an FX wrap around them and render them eligible again.

Oliver Gilvarry - Dolmen Securities - Analyst

Okay so it isn't just that on the first of January they drop out, you have another couple of options then?

David McCarthy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Finance Director

We have got to do a bit of restructuring. They automatically drop out but if you restructure so that you essentially redesignate
them into euros through an FX swap, that works.

Oliver Gilvarry - Dolmen Securities - Analyst

Okay, and then do you actually have the number just on the Republic of Ireland mortgage book that is in arrears at this stage
and how different is that from the half-year?

David McCarthy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Finance Director

It's up a little bit. From the half-year, the 90-day plus accounts are up about 11% in and around 10,000 accounts in that book.

Oliver Gilvarry - Dolmen Securities - Analyst

Okay, thank you very much.
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Operator

(Operator Instructions). Piotr Skoczylas, Scotchstone Capital.

Piotr Skoczylas - Scotchstone Capital - Analyst

Good morning, gentlemen. I have perhaps an unusual question. Do you have any comments as to the level of your share price?
Do you believe that it reflects fairly the value of the Company which means by the way that the whole Company would be
valued at about EUR230 million?

Kevin Murphy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Chief Executive

No, obviously we believe the share price totally undervalues (inaudible) the Company at the moment. Clearly we have a live
Company that has an embedded value of circa EUR1.6 billion and obviously we have a bank which clearly long term is capable
of generating circa EUR100 billion per annum after-tax profitability. Clearly these are very stressed environments. There is a lot
of uncertainty about the future so we are optimistic that the current initiative to bring certainty to the Irish debt raising situation
will ultimately be positive for the share price as clearly the share price is essentially suffering because of that uncertainty at the
moment.

Piotr Skoczylas - Scotchstone Capital - Analyst

Okay, thank you. And a follow-up, let's assume the worst case scenario regarding the transaction that you were in the process
of and that you will file the final bids at the end of the year. Let's assume that you fail. What would your plan B be then?

Kevin Murphy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Chief Executive

Well, our core plan is to manage the business as is and we focused all our energies on that. At our annual results obviously we
have a very strong life assurance business which has shown significant improvement on profitability and we are signaling that
the profits will be up 70% at the end of the year which is a profit close to EUR170 million per annum.

In terms of the bank, we have indicated a recovery pass so that by in 2013, we can generate a return on equity of in excess of
10%. So we are very confident that both our life company and our bank are strong businesses and ultimately we will simply
focus on our core business activity. I mean ultimately the reason we are focusing on the EBS is that it ultimately makes our
current very strong business even stronger because of the synergies available through bulking up on the banking side.

Piotr Skoczylas - Scotchstone Capital - Analyst

But would you continue to try to establish a third force even if the ABS transaction fails?

Kevin Murphy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Chief Executive

Well I suppose it depends what you define as a third force then. But ultimately there are some deposit books left in Ireland. And
there is a deposit book planned to the Irish nation, obviously we would be interested in getting that because that would improve
our funding. And also the Bank of Ireland is forced to sell the Irish ICS Building Society which also has a EUR4 billion deposit
book and we would be interested in bidding for that.
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So obviously if -- I mean clearly both those transactions would significantly improve our deposit position. But we wouldn't claim
that they would be the third force. Ultimately, they would be simply a stronger ptsb with a stronger deposit base.

Piotr Skoczylas - Scotchstone Capital - Analyst

Understood. Thank you very much.

Operator

James Maxwell, Deutsche Bank.

James Maxwell - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

Yes, good morning. A quick question. You said you are funded through to the end of the year and that you have got term debt
of less than EUR2 billion maturing in 2011. But I think a good chunk of that actually falls to within the next three months. Now
my question is to what extent are you already in a position to deal with the refinancing of that or is it still contingent on other
transactions whether they be securitization or accessing ECB?

Kevin Murphy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Chief Executive

Ultimately if -- I mean there is EUR1 billion maturing in February -- ultimately if we don't borrow, if we don't raise the money
through the UK transactions, then essentially our ECB position will rise by EUR1 billion. However, you know by the end of the
year clearly we are targeting to raise a further in excess of EUR1 billion from retail deposits so we should be back to our current
levels of ECB borrowings by the end of the year. So that is our plan in the event that the current UK raising doesn't go ahead.

James Maxwell - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

Okay, and the timetable for the UK securitization, what actually has to happen there?

Kevin Murphy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Chief Executive

Well in terms of the UK obviously, we have offered to the UK market our mortgage or UK mortgage portfolios on a term repo
basis. We have had two to three interested parties. We are in active discussions with them and if there is a transaction here, it
will be done by the end of the year.

James Maxwell - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

Okay, and the size of that?

Kevin Murphy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Chief Executive

Pardon?

James Maxwell - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

The size of that, what are we talking in terms of ballpark?
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Kevin Murphy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Chief Executive

Ballpark, EUR1 billion to EUR2 billion.

James Maxwell - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

Okay, thank you very much.

Operator

Okay, gentlemen, there appear to be no further questions.

Kevin Murphy - Irish Life and Permanent Plc. - Group Chief Executive

Okay, so I would like to thank everybody for your interest this morning, your attention. Clearly as I said at the outset, these are
difficult times at a macro level for Irish financial institutions and for the broader Irish economy. And there are major issues to
be dealt with but given overnight developments, I feel they have begun to be dealt with at this stage.

I think that this IMS demonstrates that we as a group are making very good progress. The life business recovery is well underway
and we are financially very strong. On the banking side, we have a very clear pathway to recovery and our 2010 results will be
broadly in line with last year. The business remains relatively low risk and we are very realistic in terms of our outlook and
strategy. We have the wherewithal to see out these current challenges and to emerge strongly at the far side of the cycle.

Thank you very much for listening to us today.

Operator

This now concludes today's conference call. Thank you all very much for attending.
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